Ct90 engine

The Honda CT 90 was Honda's first dual sport motorcycle. The CT 90 was designed to be able to
travel in either off-road or on-road conditions. The Honda CT 90 bikes had a unique exhaust
system which allowed the exhaust to be swept up above the bike frame before leaving the bike.
This unique system allowed the bike to drive through water that would cover the engine but
because the exhaust was above water level no damage would occur. This design was approved
by the U. Department of Forestry. The engine of the CT 90 is a single-cylinder engine. The
design of the Honda CT 90 engine is unique as the cylinder is almost horizontal to the ground.
The transmission of the engine was a four-speed manual transmission. According to Honda the
lower gears of the CT 90 have exceptional climbing power and are effective for off-road terrain
or steep terrain. The higher speeds of the CT 90 are designed for cruising over smooth surfaces
such as gravel roads or pavement. The top cruising speed of the Honda CT 90 is 50 to 55 mph.
The front suspension of the Honda CT 90 is a bottom link suspension system. There is very little
travel allowed in the front suspension and riders may experience arm fatigue as most of the
shock from the bike is absorbed by the rider. The rear suspension of the Honda CT 90 consists
of shock absorbers on either side of the wheel. The rear suspension does not provide much
travel for the absorbing of shock and heavier riders may feel the suspension hit the bottom of
the travel path. The Honda CT 90 was not a large bike. It was built for utilitarian uses not speed
or long-distance riding. The CT 90 was 71 inches long from the tip of the front fender to the end
of the rear fender. The bike was 26 inches wide and 39 inches high from the ground to the top of
the handle bars. Larger riders may find the Honda CT 90 uncomfortable. The bike weighed only
lb when dry. Gas mileage was an area that CT 90 riders could boast about. The bike is recorded
to get miles per gallon, but it's important to note that mileage rating was recorded with the bike
operating in the lower gears. Lynn Rademacher started writing in , covering technology, family
and finance topics. Her writing has appeared in "Unique Magazine" and the "Ortonville
Independent," among other publications. Size The Honda CT 90 was not a large bike. Log in or
Join. Adventure Rider. What Lifan engine is right for me on my CT90? AC , May 27, I was dead
set on getting a Grom when they are available but before I do I am exploring other options that
may be less expensive, I may enjoy even more, and are more practical for me. So my gears start
turning and I start thinking about how much I love my stock CT90 and how versatile it is. The
bike is very basic and low tech which I am all about. I know guys have been throwing Lifan and
other "off brand" motors on these babies with really great results and they have seemingly been
very reliable. The most offroad I would be getting into with it would be fire trails and gravel
roads as I have other bikes for dirt work. So here is my criteria with all of that in mind on what I
would like out of my CT motor: mph comfortable for minutes at a time I am 5' 10" lbs. ATV and
seem to be in between a and motor. I have been reading all over the internet for info but have
not found a ton of information on the CT in particular or any other bike that people are riding on
the street. The information I have found has been more of the "How to turn your CRF70 into a
wheelie monster that will get you a bunch of dates for you Middle School dance. Any advice and
real world experience would be great to hear. Putting a Lifan engine into a CT is easy enough if
you have some mechanical experience but would be a major undertaking for a non mechanic.
The end result though is great and much less expensive than a new bike. Lifan engines are very
reliable, IMO more reliable than the 40 year old original Honda engines. They do have their
quirks however so you'll want to choose the right one for the job. My only experience has been
with the cc and cc horizontal engines and the cc vertical engine. The isn't a whole lot faster than
the stock CT90 engine but it does have a lower first gear and climbs quite well off road without
the need for a low range. Top speed is around 50 mph and it takes a while to get there. Fuel
mileage is generally over mpg. The engine has a lot of low end power and is well suited to off
road. Much more power than the stock CT engines. It'll also climb any incline where it can get
traction. Riding with other CTs it gets mpg. Riding wide open mpg drops to about Many people
report good results using the engine which is a "square engine" with bore diameter and stroke
length being the same. There is also a cc engine that is supposed to have slightly more power
than the So, the would meet all your requirements and I suspect the would also and maybe even
the There are also other brands of Chinese engines that people say good things about but I
haven't personally used them. AustinJake , May 28, AC , May 28, Thanks for the info! I think I am
going to go for the I would hate to get the and wish I would have spent a bit extra and got the
power of the Are there any recommended spares I should get with the motor purchase? The
only problem I have read much about, only a few instances is the clutch and that was from guys
mostly flogging the crap out of a little bike on the motocross track. You shouldn't need any
spare parts, but ditch the funky oil cooler lines that come in the kits and go get some good ones
at the local hydraulics shop. Mine sprung a leak and caused a big mess. The only problem I've
ever had with the engine itself in over 11, miles is the shift drum stopper bolt came loose which
caused it to momentarily jump out of 1st gear while under hard acceleration. It was a 15 minute

fix with some blue Loctite to prevent it from happening again. Another quirk of the is it can be
difficult to kick start because of the high compression so you need the right technique. Also it
needs premium fuel because it will ping on regular. Sparke , Jun 2, I have a Lifan that I bought
about a year and a half ago new in a box unused. I was going to put it in a CT90 but then bought
a NX instead. ADV Sponsors. AC , Jun 3, Joined: Jun 14, Oddometer: I had a Lifan in my CT90
for about a year. It was a hoot to ride and a pain to start. In that year I replaced the kick start
lever 3 times and finally broke the kick start gear and pulled the motor. One of these days I'll fix
it and put it in a different bike. I ended up with a 17 tooth front gear and went down 2 teeth in the
rear because the motor had so much torque and not a lot of rpm. It would run 65 all day long,
and easily pull the front wheel up in 1 st and 2nd gear. Kevinj , Jun 3, I bought a CT90 on
Saturday must be something in the air. I just did an old Honda conversion that gave me some
ideas for my next CT90 project yes, I bought another one and have been buying up replacement
parts. Here's the story. Years ago I had a pair of '70 SL 's. Then the state I live in passed a law
that if you had a vehicle that was over 35 years old with no title, you could get one by having it
inspected and the numbers run to be sure the frame or motor wasn't stolen. One of them was in
decent shape with factory paint on the tank and a good back fender, the other I bought In a box
and it was a frame with a motor and a spray painted tank. Anyway, I bought the necessary lights
and fixed the good one and got a tag and title. But, in the process figured out the motor was a
CB and it was really tired, so I sold the motor. I was going to buy a Lifan for it. Lo and behold, I
was telling a friend my plans and he pipes up and says he has an old Honda NX that is in his
storage, and it ran when it was parked, but nobody liked to ride it, so it has sat for about 12
years. I went and looked at it, and it was missing a lot, but the motor looked exactly like the
Lifan Did the basics, cleaned the carb, hooked up a car battery, added some gas with a hose
hooked to a water bottle, and being an old Honda, it fired right up. Used the wiring harness from
the NX Honda left the color coding the same it took a little while but switched the headlight and
taillight to 12v, found a handlebar switch with a starter button, bought some mh Nicad batteries
to make a small 12v battery, switched over all the necessary electrics, and now I have a SL with
a 12v, electric start and CDI ignition. I'm thinking of a similar conversion using the Lifan , and
converting to 12v as well. My biggest problem with old Hondas is the electrics, 1 problem and
you blow all the lights, the electrics are marginal at best and now with age, unreliable. Gearing
to do 60 isn't the problem, but rpm was the limiting factor on the , the should rev higher, with a
better engine balance than the I will go with a semi-auto and electric start. The home- made
NiCad battery works just fine and fits where the old battery did. AC , Jun 4, I have found tons of
info and wire diagrams online for the conversion but it seems to me that it would be much
easier just to get this new harness and hook everything in accordingly. Kevinj , Jun 4, Yes it
does and yes we will. Joined: Jun 16, Oddometer: 1. I did a Lifan swap into a CT70 a couple of
years ago. Put miles on it to break it in and never rode it after that because it completely
changed the bike into something that I didn't want to ride anymore. No one else liked to ride it
much any more either for the following reasons: It now has a manual clutch which changed the
appeal of the bike for the worse. The torque of the new motor along with the short wheelbase of
the CT70 and the manual clutch make the bike very hard for inexperienced riders to be able to
ride without flipping the bike over backwards. The auto clutch also is very easy to use of-road
compared to the manual see kick start difficulty below. As mentioned by others in this thread,
the high compression and the short kick start lever make the bike VERY hard to start. It now
takes a starting technique about like starting an XR get the engine to top dead center, balance
the bike, and put all of your weight into the kick. Entry level riders can't start it, and I don't enjoy
it. My wife and others won't ride it because they get stranded when they kill the motor while out
on a ride and can't restart it. The Lifan wiring conversion was not especially difficult, but then I
am kind of an electronics guy. The Lifan also has no electric start option as least back when I
did my conversion because of the force it takes to turn the engine over. The Lifan is known for
being very reliable and long-lived. In short, I am planning on either selling the bike tough thing
to do with this motor in it , or swapping the motor for the Lifan and junking the Lifan more likely.
Good luck with what ever you choose to do. AC , Jun 16, Thanks for the input Lorrin. Thanks to
my fathers day present, a day alone in the garage, I have made some serious progress on my
CT Lifan swap project. I will be getting my motor very soon. I am pretty well set on the From
what I have heard and read the is not a powerhouse motocrosser, not what I want anyways, but
it does cruise at speeds better and is more reliable which I am ALL about. The kickstarting issue
does not really bother me all that much since my XS is kickstart only as well as my XR and I do
not have any problems. For light dual sporting and street cruising I think the is the clear choice.
I will definitely keep this thread updated and may even start a build thread on my project.
Fisherman likes this. AC , Jun 29, I purchased and installed a Lifan into my CT. The install was
pretty easy with the help of the Dr. ATV brackets. There were a few simple modifications that

came up but no big deal. I have been very impressed with the fit and finish and overal quality
feel of the motor. All of the bolt heads are imbossed with the Lifan logo for crying out loud! I
have not had time to do the wiring but will update again when I have got the first ride under my
belt. It is amazing how factory looking these motors look with almost every curve in the frame
matching that of the motor. I have really high hopes for this little machine. Honda likes this.
Verbal , Jun 29, Wow That looks great, nice work! AC , Jun 30, You must log in or sign up to
reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password? It
seems he likes to use the little Honda to prowl the logging roads, fire lanes and tote roads of the
U. He said the muffler had rusted out some years ago so its sound is a little louder than stock,
but actually not much. He was riding the CT90 along with an abandoned railroad grade when he
stopped to take a look around and left the bike idling. As he sat there, looking ahead for grouse
moving along the ground or roosting, he was startled to see a partridge winging its way right
toward him. Before he could draw his shotgun from the scabbard, he noticed another bird
coming in hot from a different direction. He limbered up his gauge and harvested the birds.
Turns out the CT90 can double as a bird call deadly to lovelorn partridge. You have to wonder
what Soichiro Honda would have said if he only could have known! The Trail 90 has sold in the
multi-millions since its introduction in as the CT Trail 90, when the engine was an air-cooled
87cc single-cylinder OHV pushrod four-stroke. That engine, which churned out eight
horsepower at rpm was used in no less than five different models in the model year. Its
economy, simplicity, and reliability kept it in the line-up for 13 years when it was again bumped
up, this time to cc for the new CT model. The engine was slung beneath a pressed steel frame in
a nearly horizontal position. To protect the head and cylinder cooling fins, a pair of steel bars on
each side of the engine dropped down from the steering head and attached beneath the engine
near the midships-mounted footpegs. To increase off-road ability, there was an added feature: a
1. The same leading-link front suspension design that had been in use for years on a range of
models was in use in improved form in , which would change to a telescopic fork by The rear
suspension used a conventional twin shock set-up. The step-through frame made more mount
and dismount options available that could come in handy in the woods, where trees and terrain
might make the swing-your-leg over the top approach difficult. It came equipped with
street-legal lighting, but no turn signals to get knocked off in the bush. The solo saddle
concealed the fuel tank filler cap and a substantial luggage rack on the rear enabled the Honda
CT90 to be a match for a good pack mule. Mastering the transmission required no prior
motorcycle experience. Neutral was at the top position and clicking down without having to putz
with a clutch reliably if somewhat noisily, engages each successive gear. Twist the throttle and
away you go with no potential to stall outâ€”as engine speed increases, the weight of the
friction shoes in the clutch forces them out by centrifugal force against the drive surface of the
clutch. Clutch engagement is automatic. Speeds of between 40
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and 50 mph were generally the top line on the road, and in the woods, the thing will putter
along happily at a walk, as the terrain may allow. With its gallon-and-a-half gas tank and 70 to 80
mpg, you could figure on well over miles on the road before needing to top up. Dry weight was
about pounds. Sign in. Log into your account. Forgot your password? Password recovery.
Recover your password. Tuesday, February 23, Get help. Ultimate Motorcycling. March 11, Gary
Ilminen. Related Posts. Read more. The best-selling Triumph Street Twin is back with motor
changes to meet Euro 5 standards, upgraded styling, and a classy new variant. Harley-Davidson
officially unveiled Monday its all-new adventure touring motorcycles, the Pan America and Pan
America Special. The Motor Company released all the Motorcycle History. Gary Ilminen February 22, 0. After getting up to a fifth edition, Tourmaster has started over with the new
Transition jacket. Lacking a numberâ€”though there is a V6 on While a bit

